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 MEANINGFUL PRESENTATION OF ARTS

Dr. V. H. Bedekar
Baroda

We all hope that  Today's Seminar on ""Kal¢s and Vidy¢s in Indian Tradition''
will add to our knowledge of their changing  nature in the context of the changing
needs of the times. In particular, we hope we will reach consensus about the diverse
artistic practices, which provide us the evidence of the Indian genius. Those artistic
achievements are too many and almost encyclopaedic in range. At no point of time it
was easy to refer to all of them in a single documentary text because of the vastness of
the distances where the arts were performed. Possibly, whatever is recorded is mostly
of those arts, which were patronized by the courts ruled by the enlightened persons
of great taste who had both vision and passion for the arts. But the arts also flourished
through ""Guru-Sishya Parampara'' wherever great exponents trained the youth and
also in temples and places of pilgrimage where arts were in the form of services to
divinities. Because of the axiomatic belief that the arts are interrelated, all cultural
centres served as schools for imparting education in various groups of related plastic
and performing arts. As the reputations of the exponents travelled outside their native
places, there were movements of influences and the inevitable fusion of styles.
Geopolitical factors also caused sharp twists and turns. One can visualize the complex
nature of those stylistic movements, which fill our Art History textbooks. The dynamics
of those developments are too complicated to be summarized here. But it is very much
relevant to find out how the variations and variability of our indigenous arts can be
explained as well as illustrated for the benefit of the people who should know their
unique artistic heritage as a matter of their privilege and responsibility. Do they have
any clear idea of their artistic heritage ? If not, what are the reasons for their ignorance
and indifference ? Without starting a ""blame game'' we may use today's seminar, to
understand the affordable methods of the meaningful presentation of arts. Such
presentations will be of  tangible material and the complementary intangible
associations.

Arts are human creations. They cannot be meaningless. Yet they are largely
subjective experiences on the part of the creators as well as the perceivers. Hence
they can be meaningful, provided their language is understood. Each man can
understand the language of arts, as each can understand any of the hundreds of human
languages. But most do not because there is no need for them to make efforts in that
respect. Yet there is innate capacity to learn any language. But it is only a potentiality.
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Education is necessary to make sense of what an artistic objective itself can
communicate. Art objects are to be ""seen'' by eyes but they also need to be ''heard''.
One can listen their silent voices in order to know their life-stories-- who made them?
why? for  whom ? When ? Made of what material? how ?  etc. etc. Art objects are not
only material objects with length, breadth and also weight, which certainly they are.
but they have special unique qualities, which provide reasons for their existence. These
are called ""Gestalts''. The  Gestalts  are configurations of artistic qualities, which
create, in the sympathetic viewers (Sahridaya), special visual experiences. But we ought
to know how to introduce the various arts. This can be done meaningfully so that even
the uneducated will feel encouraged to see the original works of arts, by using his own
senses and not relying on the opinions of others. That is the best way to achieve personal
aesthetic experiences.

The lecture will explain with examples how to create interest in arts, at different
levels, to facilitate concentration of the viewers on the distinct characteristics of each
object and each group of art objects. As a result, they should appreciate the wide
range of human creativity. They should see the world and life from the points of views
of the artists and the new worlds imagined by them. Artists record their imaginary
visions in material media so that others can share their experiences as and when they
want. Such presentations can be in-door, or out-door, with interpretation in the form
of one-way or two-way communications, personalized, or with the help of electronic
sophisticated gadgets or as synchronized with mass media. The contemporary shift in
emphasis is from the ""Object in itself'' to the ""Object-in-relation to Man'' that too
any man and every man. The new paradigm ensures meaningfully organized
presentations so necessary for the democratization of the heritage management. Arts
will wither away if they do not become part of people's memory as well as their sense
of identity. Hence the Presentation of Arts is an important area of work for the lovers
of artistic heritage.

a a a
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KAL°  AND VIDY°  IN INDIAN TRADITION

Prof. M. G. Dhadphale
Pune

The words  Kal¢s and Vidy¢s are happily more comprehensive than their
respective English equivalents namely Art and Science (or knowledge). For the sake
of our discussion we need not restrict ourselves with any traditional enumeration such
as the sixty-four Kal¢-s as spelled out in V¢tsy¢yana's K¢mas¶tra or the fourteen
Vidy¢-s in the Vedic tradition. The Buddhist (Brahmaj¢la-sutta D§ghanik¢ya) and the
Jinist traditions have their own lists on these two subjects.

I shall like to emphasise certain less known but quite important Vidy¢-s such
as the Abhidh¢na∫¢stra including both lexicology and lexicography. Not a single written
text of this subject has come down to us. But by culling together the important
observations on this, spread over the discussions on kindred topics, we can prove and
demonstrate the existence of the Indian Art and Science of Dictionary-making.
Likewise the Niruktic tradition presents not merely the science of etymologies or
aetiologies but a more thorough and comprehensive hermeneutics including the art
and technique of writing commentaries. More specific books on this unnoticed science
are the Netti (Guide) and Pe∞akupadesa (Pi∞aka-Discourse) belonging to the P¢li-
Buddhist tradition.

The various Naya-s detailed in the Jain tradition and the various Yukti-s
detailed out in a sort of appendix to the Kau∞il§ya-Artha∫astra evince a remarkably
distinct branch of knowledge. The Methodology of science including the explanation
of scientific terminology.

The usual discussion confines itself to the five classical arts viz. N®tya (Dance),
Sa¨g§ta (Singing), Citra (Painting), πilpa (Sculpture) and S¢hitya (Literature). A lot of
ramification of these generic five arts is observable in the Indian tradition. We should
never fail to note the Buddhist and the Jinist versions of sculpture and literature. They
have also made a significant contribution in these two arts.

Religious fundamentalism is dangerously spreading all over the world. In order
to stem its growth it is essential to emphasise the value of a special science that is
evolved in Indian tradition. It is Dharma-m§m¢ºs¢, an excellent, ideal, Hermeneutics,
which has always proved that Hinduism of which we should be justly proud of is an
evolutionary historical religion, exhorting us 'to ring out the old and ring in the new' at
the same time adjusting ourselves to the more wholesome ideal of 'ringing out the
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false and ringing in the true'. Thus the Holy G§t¢ exhorts the mankind symbolised by
Arjun (Arjunaº nimitt§k®tya - π¢¨kara-bh¢æyam on BG.II-11 to leave the company of
even the Veda-s when the Veda-s go astray in pursuit of traigu¥ya (traigu¥yaviæay¢
Ved¢™ nistraigu¥yo bhav¢rjuna B.G. II.45.) Yes, there are passages like the one in the
Ait Br. I 15 which do evince that Brahmanic Hinduiæm once saw nothing wrong in
Beef-eating and the Dharma S¶tra-s like the Y¢jn…avalkŸya-sm®ti do recommend eating
cow-meat and Bhavabh¶ti's Da¥≤¢yana justifies it. But S¢ya¥a well-trained in the Vedic
Hermeneutics finds no difficulty in explaining the Aitareya-Br¢hma¥ic text. He aptly
comments yug¢ntara-dharmo draæ∞avya™  (It is to be understood as the religious ethics
of a bygone age and the custom is only to be interpreted as historical fact. Hinduism
has changed a lot with the passage of  time and yet we are pious Hindu-s. Note also the
smart statement or K®s¥ayajvan who in his M§m¢ºs¢-paribh¢æ¢ drew an important
distinction between what is Vedokta (said in the veda-s) and what is Vedavihita
(recommended by the Veda-s). A sinful sacrifice like the πyena-y¢ga is anartha (not
conducive to Good) and therefore, is not a dharma (religious injunction). It is not
recommended by the Veda-s; it is merely referred to in the Veda-s.

The Indian Vidy¢-s and Kal¢-s are dynamic. They have grown with the
advancing time.  πiæy¢d icchet par¢jayaº (literally "one should expect a defeat from
one's disciple but which really means that the younger generation  is  expected to add
more to what was handed over to it by the elder generation). Our world should  be a
progressive one. This is the essence of the science so beautifully expressed by the
highest rationalist of our culture πa¨kara, "the Teacher' (πa¥kara ¢c¢rya). Once for all
he said na hi p¶rvajo m¶≤ha ¢s§d iti ¢tman¢pi m¶≤hena bhavitavyam iti kin…cidasti
pram¢¥aº (for ,surely, because our fore -fathers were fools, it should constitute no
ground at all why we ourselves should act like fools). (Bh¢æya on Brahma-s¶tra-II.1.
11) It is high-time that we bring forth monographs / brochures/pamphlets (in any
case) on Indian Rationalism, Indian Scientific attitude, Indian Hermeneutics,  Indian
Materialism and Indian Artistic perception. This will prove good guidance to the thinker
of the world and will win their acceptance.

a a a
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SANSKRIT LITERATURE AND ART

Dr. Krishna Chakraborty
Independent Research Worker, Calcutta

Culture of a Nation is judged by its Literature and Art. And these serve as a
mirror of  glory of the Nation to which they belong.

Sanskrit Literature is a mine of information for the student of Indian culture.
Sanskrit Literature, yields us new and ever new thoughts and explanations for many
obscure points still to be clarified in the domain of archaeology and ancient Indian
culture. So the golden key as well as the descriptive label for the treasure house of
Indian culture in the museum of archaeology is Sanskrit Literature.  It is only with the

help of this great language which Bhavabh¶ti  rightly calls  a divine language,

"" gßÒH•$Vß Zm_ X{dr dmH≤$ A›dmª`mVm _hof©o^ï''  and the great author of the Mah¢bh¢æya,

Patan»jali describes as a divine cow :

"" Jm{Juï H$m_XwYm'' that it is possible to appreciate the different motifs in the several

branches of archeology like sculpture, architecture, painting, iconography,
numismatics and epigraphy.

We can take for example, the word "π¢labhan»jik¢' meaning a portrait of statues
"Ih¢m®ga' occurring in the R¢m¢ya¥a' - a magnificent Pushpaka Palace of R¢va¥a;
swan frieze; Atlantes caryatides; Stambhaputtalik¢ or damsels on pillars; Chaitya-
windows with human face decoration; Bird-Decoration on Roof line; Lakshmi on
Doorway;  Elephant caryatid;  Meru and Mandara concept of Temples;  Tora¥a
decoration;  Toilet and decoration; ornaments; phalakah¢ras, ek¢val§ etc. Music and
Musical instruments;  Folk art, Terracottas;  Yamapa∞as;  symbols and symbolism;
Expressions in epigraphy etc. etc.

a a a
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CAURYA KAL° IN INDIAN LITERATURE
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO MßCCHAKAØIKAM

Dr. Mrs. Sundari Siddharth
I.P College, Delhi

Caurya Kal¢ has a purpose viz. acquiring things not your  own, by stealth. It has a
well-developed scientific technique behind it. It has its practical aspect and the ethical
aspect. It is a creative technique which is fine. What makes it to be termed as Good or Bad
is the use that people make of it. [This is so universally. Even science can be good (metro
train) and bad (atom bomb) ]

I take up the scene where the character πarvilaka is entering a house for thieving.
πarvilaka is a freedom fighter. He is helping °ryaka, the leader,  who has stood up against
the tyrant King P¢laka. But πarvilaka is also bitten by the Cupid Bug. He is in love with
Madanik¢, who is an attendant of Vasantasen¢, a Courtesan of Ujjain. He needs money to
buy her from Vasantasen¢. But he has no money. That is when he resorts to thieving.

The Caurya Karma described in the play in not pick-pocketing, train robbery or
any such modern technique. It is entering a house stealthily at the dead of the night with an
aim for burglary viz. house-breaking.

This aspect of Caurya Kal¢ in M®cchaka∞ikam is discussed in this Paper.

a a a
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A STUDY ON MßGAPAKΩIπ°STRAM

Dr. Mrs. Sunanda Shastri
Dept. of Sanskrit, Gujarat University, Ahmedabad

The  ms of 'M®gapakæi∫¢tram' by Muni Hamsadeva, is an interesting text,
containing the study about different birds and animals. The text contains 1711 verses
in Sanskrit. Here, each bird and animal is described in a few verses. The speciality of
this text is that animals and birds are physically described, their general nature is given
and  their special characteristics are described. For example, the dogs are described
with their sub-species categorised as πv¢na, Kukkura, πunaka, M®gadaº∫aka and
S¢rameya, out of which, πv¢na, S¢remeya, πunaka and Kukkura are generally taken
as synonyms. Here, their physical characteristics and difference in nature and
behavioral patterns are treated in detail. Similar treatment can be seen in the case of
deers, which are of sixteen types and the sixteenth type is of five kinds. Lions are
described as of six types, with their differentiating characteristics. Thus, the description
not only of species, but sub-species is also given with some details.

This text is divided into two parts - the first is devoted to animals and the
second deals with birds. So far, no commentary or translation can be obtained on this
work. This paper basically endeavours to evaluate this work comparatively with
modern description of fauna.

a a a
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BRAHMAVIDY°S

Dr. Mrs. Rajani Patki
Institute of Indology, Jnana Prabodhini, Pune.

Human progress has two dimensions : Preyas i.e. enjoyment of worldly pleasure
and πreyas i.e. liberation from the cycles of birth and death. How to acquire both is a matter
of skill and knowledge. Skill is called Kal¢ and knowledge is called Vidy¢ by the ancient
°c¢ryas. The authors of K¢mas¶tra, π®¨g¢raprak¢∫a listed different Kal¢s. Sometimes it is
seen  that Vidy¢s and Kal¢s have co-relation. However, the Vidy¢s depicted in Upaniæads
are only for the achievement of πreyas. Upaniæ adic Vidy¢s are also called Vaidic Vidy¢s  or
Brahmavidy¢.

Brahma vidy¢s are thirty two in number. Different Upaniæads preach these Vidy¢s.
Sometimes the same vidy¢ is preached by two Upaniæads of different branches. For example,
Udg§tha Vidy¢ is preached in B®had¢ra¥yaka and Ch¢ndogya Upaniæads. The scholars have
different opinions about the one-ness of the Udg§tha Vidy¢. Some say that in both the
Upaniæads, the vidy¢ is same; because in both the Upaniæads the subject is Pr¢¥avidy¢.
Some say that the vidy¢ given in B®had¢ra¥yaka is different from that of  Ch¢ndogya because
though Pra¥ava is Up¢sya according to Ch¢ndogya, it is but a part of Udg§tha where-as in
the B®had¢ra¥yaka Udg§tha with all of its digits is Up¢sya with regard to Pr¢¥avidy¢. (Brahma
S¶tra, Ved¢nta P¢rij¢ta Saurabha-Nimb¢rka Bh¢æya-3.3.1 to 3.3.9)

The study of Brahma vidy¢s give us a special vision. Pandit Ramanarayana Sastri says

in his article : '' Vaidic Up¢san¢ y¢ Vidy¢'' that  "" d°oXH$ od⁄mE± h_| d{XZ `m —oÔ> X{Vr h¢; AVï
C›h{ od⁄m ̀ m Xe©Z H$h gH$V{ h° $& Cg od⁄mH$m{ OrdZ_{ß CVmaZ{H$m, Cg —oÔ> H{$ AZwgma X{IZ{H$m Om{ oZa›Va
[´`mg `m A‰`mg h°; BgrH$m Zm_ "C[mgZm' h° $& '' (Kalyan Upasana Anka p.128)

In this paper it is proposed to explain twelve among thirty two Vidy¢s which are known
and practised even today : namely - Udg§tha Vidy¢, Samavarga Vidy¢, Parya¨ka Vidy¢,
Madhu Vidy¢, Pan…c¢gni Vidy¢, Upakosala Vidy¢, Vai∫v¢nara Vidy¢, Dahara Vidy¢, Bhum¢
Vidy¢, π¢¥≤ilya Vidy¢, Mantha Vidy¢, Bh¢rgavi V¢ru¥i Vidy¢.

a a a
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‡mMrZ ^maVr` gßÒH•$oV _| JoUV od⁄m

 og’{úa  ]. _hmamO, E_≤. E. am. ^m. [ßoS>V
(lrZmW_ßoXa, C_aJm oO. Ymaoed, CÒ_mZm]mX)

JoUV EH$ ‡mMrZV_ ^maVr` emÛ h°, oOgH$m gÂ]›Y _ybVï ¡`m{oVïemÛ g{ h° $& h_ma{ V[ï[yV
[yd©O gß`_r F$of W{, d{ g_mO H{$ oZïÒdmW© ohV°fr W{ $$& C›hm|Z{ _mZd H{$ ohVmW© H$B© E{gr Jd{fUmE± H$s®,
oO›h| X{IH$a [a_ Am¸`© hm{Vm h° $& B›hr _| ¡`m{oVïemÛ ^r E{gr hr EH$ od⁄m h° $&

JJZÒW gy`© Mß– O°g{ V{Om{Jm{b, VmaH$mE±, J´h X{IH$a d{ BZH{$ A‹``Z _{ß EH$mJ´oMŒm hm{ OwQ> J`{$&
XrK©H$mbrZ oZarjU H{$ C[amßV Hw$N> Vœ` CZH{$ hmW bJ{, V] C›hm|Z{ C›h{ og‹Xm›V H$m ÒdÈ[ oX`m; ̀ hr dh
d°oXH$ ¡`m{oVïemÛ og‹X h˛dm $&

BgH$s ghm`Vm H{$ obE CZH$m{ JoUV H$m odMma H$aZm [∂S>m $& gỳ © Am°a Mß–_m Edß A›` ¡`m{oVJm}b,
CZH$s JoV [aÒ[a gÂ]›Y, CZ_| oZ`V È[{U hm{Z{dmb{, [nadV©Z J´hU O°g{ ‡gßJ, BZH$m A‹``Z H$aV{
g_` C›h| Hw$N> AßH$m{ H$m Aml` b{Zm [∂S>m $& o\$a gßH$bZ (Addition) odH$bZ (Substraction) JwUmH$ma
(Multiplication) ^mJmH$ma O°gr _yb^yV JoUVr` gßH$Î[ZmE± (Concepts) COmJa h˛B™ $& dÒVwVï
¡`m{oVïemÒÃ H$s Bg AßJ^yV JoUVod⁄mZ{, A›VVm{JÀdm JoUVemÛ H$m ÒdV›Ã È[ YmaU H$a ob`m $&

`h emÛ [m¸mÀ` _Zrof`m| H$s _m›`VmZwgma B©gm[yd© 3000 (B.C.) df© [wamVZ h° $& hm{ gH$Vm h°,
`h Bgg{ ^r [´mMrZ hm{ $&

dmOgZ{`r gßohVmZwgma (17.2) 1012 O°gr ]hwV ^mar gßª`m C›h{ odoXV Wr $&

F$Ωd{X _| 10580 _›Ã, 153826 [X Am°a 432000 Aja hm{Z{ H$m CÑ{I o_bVm h° $& Bgg{
Ò[Ô> hm{Vm h° oH$, gßª`m [naJUZ _| d{ [maßJV W{ $&

F$∑gßohVm (1-164-11) _| gy`©aW H{$ ]mah Aam| (_mgm|) H$m CÑ{I h° ï Bg[a 720 [oV[ÀZr
AmÈT> hm{Z{ H$m ^r CÑ{I h°; Om{ 720 oXZ amoÃ`m| H{$ ⁄m{VH$ h¢ $&

ewÎ]gyÃ Vm{ h_ma{ F$of`m| H$s JoUV ‡oV^m H$s CÉV_ C[bp„Y h° $& `k‡{_r F$of`m{ß Z{
`kHw$ S>_ S>[ d{Xr H$s aMZm H{$ g›X^© _| MVwaÛ (Square) Hwß$S> H{$ j{Ã\$b H{$ g_mZ dV©wbmH$ma Edß
AY©dVw©bmH$ma `kHw$ S> aMZ{ H{$ h{Vw `h gyÃ Im{O oZH$mbm; BgH{$ obE odoeÔ> AmH$ma H$s BÔ>H$mE± (B™Q>|)
]ZmZr [S>Vr h¢, Bg_| JoUV hr H$m Aml` b{Zm [S>Vm h° $& Bg_|     H$m _yÎ` [m±M Xe_b d ÒWmZm| VH$
oZH$mbZm [∂S>m $&

]m{Ym`Z ewÎ]gyÃ H{$ AZwgma 32+52 = (52) ï 122 + 52 =(132), 152+82=(172) AmoX
gßª`mE± h¢, oO›h| ^´_de [m`WmJm{na`Z gßª`mE± H$hm OmVm h°, [a d{ dmÒVd _| ]m{Ym`ZmßH$ h¢ $&
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Bgr ^m±oV Am°a ^r H$B© JoUVr` Vœ` h_ma{ [yd©Om|Z{ Im{O oZH$mb{ $& h_ BZ oXÏ` _hm[wÈfm| H{$
CŒmamoYH$mar Am±I| _y±X{ [m¸mÀ` JoUoV`m| H$m AZwH$aU H$a ah| h¢, `h H$hm± VH$ CoMV h° ?

‡mMrZ JoUV emÛ $&&2$&&

d{XdmL≤>_` JoUVemÛ H$m ÒdV›Ã J´ßW Vm{ h° Zhrß; ‡gßJmZwgma Hw$N> JoUVr` Vœ`m| H$m d°oXH$m| H$m{
[Vm bJm $& B›hr H{$ AmYma [a JoUVemÛ H$m AmodÓH$ma h˛Am $&

d{XgßohVm, d{XmL≤>JgmohÀ`, C[oZfX AmoX`m| _| JoUV ‡_{`m| H$m CÑ{I o_bVm h° $& d{XmßJ N>ï
hß¢, oOZ_| H$Î[gyÃ h¢, Bgr H{$ C[mßJ H{$ Í$[_| ewÎ]gyÃ odH$ogV h˛Am $& Bg_| JoUVr` og‹XmVm| H$m A¿N>m
oddaU ‡ÒVwV h° $&

Bg  [aß[am _| Am`©^Q> (B©.g. 398), ]´˜Jw· (B©.598) ^mÒH$amMm`© AmoX odª`mV JoUVkm|
Z{ JoUVemÒÃr` J´ßW aM S>mb{ $& BZ _| ""brbmdVr'' J´ßW ^mÒH$amMm`© H$s AZyR>r aMZm h° $&

gß‡oV [.[y. ]´˜brZ Òdm_r >^maVr H•$ÓU VrW©Or (eßH$amMm`©, Jm{dY©Z[rR>, OJfimW[war) Z{ d{Xm|
g{ d°oXH$ JoUV gyÃ Im{O oZH$mb{; oOZH{$ AmYma g{ JoUVr` g_Ò`mE± erK´Vm[yd©H$ gabVm g{ gwbPmB™
Om gH$Vr h°ß $&

Bg ‡H$ma h_| _mZZ{ [a odde hm{Zm [S>Vm h°, oH$ A›`m›` ^m°oVH$ emÛm| _{ß O°gr ‡JoV hmogb
H$s Wr  Cgr ^m±oV JoUVemÛ _| ^r C›hm|Z{ A¿N>r Imgr CfioV H$s Wr $&

& BoV e_≤ $&

gßX^© ï

1. ^maVr` od⁄{M{ [wZX©e©Z (b.dm. JwO©a)

2. d°nXH$ gmohÀ` H$m BoVhmg (_ygbJm±dH$a)

3. d°oXH$ JoUV ([.[y. Òdm_r ^maVrH•$ÓUVrW©)

a a a
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PRAS°DHANA KAL°  IN  ANCIENT  INDIA

Dr. Mrs. Manjusha D. Gokhale
Head of the Sanskrit Dept., Ramnarayan Ruia College, Mumbai.

Since the dawn of civilization, human being has been urging to accomplish charming
and attractive personality. Hence he has been adopting various modes of adorning his own
body.

The root  Pra +             means to arrange properly, to adorn or to decorate. So far
as Sanskrit literature is concerned one often comes across the words pras¢dhana,
pras¢dhaka, pras¢dhik¢, pras¢dhita, pras¢dhanavidhi and pras¢dhanavi∫eæa.

The art of pras¢dhana consists of various aspects, viz. massage (saºv¢hana), hair-
dressing (ke∫asamm¢rjana), bath (sn¢na), applying unguent (vilepana), incense (dh¶pana),
painting on cheeks (patralekhana), applying collyrium to the eyes (an…janabh¶æ¢), using
perfumes (adhiv¢sana) etc.

The Indus civilization shows advanced state of pras¢dhana. Various styles of hair-
dressing, ornaments, mirrors and other material useful for toilet and make-up are evident
of the fact. The Vedic literature possesses ample references to various aspects of
pras¢dhana. The rite of Sam¢vartana includes tail¢bhya¨ga, vilepana, sn¢na and
gandham¢lyadh¢ra¥a. Since then the person is allowed to adorn his body.

Pras¢dhana never implies only outward application of unguents etc. Good health
is the basic necessity that favours beauty. The treatises on °yurveda ponder much on
various topics associated with health as well as with beauty, such as diet, exercise, massage
etc.

The R¢m¢ya¥a, Mah¢bh¢rata, B®hatsaºhit¢ and other treatises also refer to this
art. Classical Sanskrit literature is full of interesting references to cosmetics and perfumes.
The word π®¨g¢ra is popularly used to denote pras¢dhana and sixteen main aspects of
π®¨g¢ra are enumerated and described.

Pras¢dhana was  practised by both men and women even as it is today. It seems
that almost all the features of beauty-therapy prevailing today have their counterpart in
ancient beauty treatment. The paper thus throws light on the "beauty-culture' in ancient
India.
a a a
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" πUKAS°RIK°DI-PRAL°PANA''
IN CLASSICAL SANSKRIT LITERATURE

Kum. Bhagyashree Dilip Tarde
Independent Research Worker, Mumbai

Among the sixty-four Kal¢s mentioned in the K¢mas¶tra of V¢tsy¢yana,
"πukas¢rik¢di-Pral¢pana'' is an art of peculiarities which needed great patience and
skill. This was one of the Kal¢s which was used for recreation as well as for
communication between N¢yaka (the Hero) and N¢yik¢ (the Heroine).

The art to teach πukas (Parrots) and S¢rik¢s (Mynahs) to speak in human voice,
had great popularity, especially among the women, in the period of classical literature.
So it is an evidence of peaceful and prosperous lifestyle of that period.

In view of the above it is observed that in the Sanskrit Literature this art was
used mainly for two reasons -

1) When N¢yaka goes far away, N¢yika√, due to the intolerant agony of
separation, tries to entertain herself by teaching her pets "Parrots and
Mynahs.'

2) These birds were used to send messages of agony of separation
between N¢yaka and N¢yik¢.

Another use was made of bird's capacity to talk as political strategy, where in
the kings used them for spying. Here it is not merely a recreation or entertainment,
but it becomes an important feature of political affairs.
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H$U©[Ã^ßJr  IN CLASSICAL SANSKRIT LITERATURE

Dr. Mrs. Rajashree Ghanashyam Barve
M.A. Part-I, Dept. of Sanskrit, University of Mumbai, Mumbai

Among the 64 Kal¢s, enlisted by ̀ em{Ya (Critic of  H$m_gyÃ),   H$U©[Ã^ßJr  occupies

remarkable position, being manifestation of elegance, charm and love for gorgeousness

of Indians. Considering various views about the form and scope of this "H$bm'  by

various  emÛH$mas & scholars, this can be observed to be three fold.

❇ Adornment of the ear with leaves, flowers etc.

❇ Painting on the ear and surrounding  part which is literally called [Ã^ßJr

❇ Ear-ornaments made up of precious metals, gems, also materials like
shells, ivory etc.

In the classical literature period, which itself is known for its prosperity,  this

"H$bm' not only flourished but also underwent many changes with the passage of time

such as from Greek-influenced simplicity of _m°`©s to heaviness of Hw$emUs and also artistic

complexity of Jw·s.

Even after this period, this  "H$bm' continued development for centuries and is

still in  fashion in some or the other form.
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ANVIKSHIKI AS BENEFICIAL FOR PHILOSOPHY

Dr. Mrs. Gauri Mahulikar
Lecturer, Dept. of Sanskrit, University of Mumbai, Mumbai

Anvikshiki is one of the four lores told by Kautilya. The word is derived from
root iks, preceded by anu; which means to see again, observe. Thus observing a thing
again after it is known by Sabda or Pratyaksa, is Anviksa; and the lore prompted by
such observation is Anviksiki,  i.e. logic.

Primarily, Mimamsa used this method to nullify the doubts regarding rituals;
Later it was utilized for strengthening the arguments in Philosophy.

There is no philosophy without "doubt'. Infact "doubt' is the very starting point
of any philosophical enquiry and the Nyaya-Sutra has a long section (II.1.1-7) on the
critical examination of  "doubt'. Annihilation of doubt and final ascertainment of the
nature of a thing in philosophy, therefore, depends upon the methodology of Nyaya
namely, paksa and vipaksa; thesis and antithesis.

All Indian philosophers have used this in the form of open debate, wherein
the contradiction of views actually represent clash of ideas of two parties or two
persons.

Some arguments of Sankaracarya and Ramanujacarya are discussed in this
paper.
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GANDHAYUKTI

Smt. Meghana Meghasham Mhaskar
Dept. of Sanskrit, University of Mumbai, Mumbai

Ancient Indians, the worshippers of great religion and philosophy, were discerning
judge of beauty and fragrance as well. This can be traced long back when in 'Shodashopachar

Puja' (fm{S>em{[Mma [yOm),   perfume was considered one of the essential spiritual treatments

which is followed even today by burning incense sticks, camphor etc. It can be seen from
various written sources that the attraction of ancient Indians towards fragrance in nature

led them to enjoyment of such natural aromatic things. In "Ashtabhoga'(AÔ>^m{J),

"Sugandhabhoga' is considered as one of the significant bhogas and the branch of science

which leads itself to the study of "Sugandhabhoga' (gwJßY^m{J) is known as "Gandhashastra'.

From this "Gandhayukti' can be taken as an art which studies the preparation of the perfume
or aromatic materials.

Mention of this art can be again noticed in Vatsyayana's Kamasutra (in 3rd century)
where he has described the sixty four arts. Jayamangala, the critic of Kamasutra has restated
the concept of Gandhayukti as an art of making scents and perfumes. But one cannot find
noticeable number of books focusing this subject. The Puranic literature can be taken as
an exception that  describes Gandhayukti in much depths. Puranic literature occupies the
major sphere as it includes common people and society. Thus mention of the aesthetic
senses of the people is inevitable as far as Puranas are concerned. Agni Purana, Matsya
Purana and Brahmavaivarta Purana cover the concept and description of Gandhayukti.
Kalika Purana also mentions five types of aromatic oils. In Vishnudharmottara Purana
references to such fragrant materials are found.

Thus  Indians have cultivated this art of Gandhayukti the influence of which we
still find in this scientific era of twentyfirst century. Processes such as cleansing, fumigation
and perfuming which are now-a-days used in the preparation of fragrance are nothing but
the echoes of similar processes stated in Agni Purana. Thus existence of this "Art of
fragrance' encompasses major or rather whole era of human existence.  That helps us to
conclude that a scientific and mechanical age like the present one, does also nourish the
aesthetic instinct of man.
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°NV£KΩIK£ THE 'SCIENCE'  OF APPLICATION OF
SCIENCES TO LIFE

Miss Rucha Prakash Prachi Mulay
Dept. of Sanskrit, University of Pune, Ganeshkhind, Pune

The word '¢nv§kæik§', derived from the root verb 'anu+ikæ' [to examine
afterwards], can be analyzed as follows :
Step 1] anv§kæ¢ prayojanam yasy¢™ s¢ ¢nv§kæik§
Step 2] anu pa∫c¢t §kæa ¢nv§kæ¢

Thus suggested etymological meaning may perhaps suggest an undesirable
 "Look after you leap' sense. The tradition accepts its meaning as follows :
1]     pratyakæ¢gam¢bhy¢m§kæitasya pa∫c¢d§kæa¥amanv§kæ¢ s¢ prayojanam yasy¢™ s¢
         [Kæ§rasv¢m§ on Amarako∫a]
2]     ∫rava¥¢danu pa∫c¢d§kæ¢ unnayanamŸ tannirv¢hik¢ seyam¢nv§kæik§

The meaning understood  is thus " second thought given to one's own acquired
information and skills so as to be able to decide why when what and how to apply
them in various walks of life.'

This is exactly what Kau∞ilya wants to emphasize when he says : bal¢bale
cait¢s¢mŸ karoti  And

Prad§pa™ sarvavidy¢n¢mup¢ya™ sarvakarma¥¢m
°∫raya™ sarvadharm¢¥¢m ∫a∫vad¢nv§kæ§k§ mat¢  [Artha∫¢stra 1-2]

This nature of ¢nv§kæik§ gives  rise to a question : what is ¢nv§kæik§ - an inborn
talent, or a systematically acquired skill ?

As the tradition suggests, it is a blend of common sense and acquired skills to
furnish it.  °nv§kæik§ is prescribed as an essential "vidy¢' for a king. But as a matter of
fact, it is an integral part of life even of lay people.

This paper, with various definitions and descriptions of the concept of ¢nv§kæik§
and relevant examples deals with this "science' of application of sciences to life.
Relevance of ¢nv§kæik§ in today's world is discussed in details so as to understand our
own common sense-furnished by our own experience - better.
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AKΩAVIDY° AS REFLECTED IN  SANSKRIT LITERATURE

Dr. Mrs. Parineeta Deshpande
K.J. Somaiya Centre for Buddhist Studies,Vidyavihar

It is no exaggeration if we say that the game of chess as we know today, is a
direct descendant of the original Indian game named  Dy¶takr§d¢ or Akæavidy¢. A
primitive four-handed dice-chess was practised in India since Vedic times. Though
India is the  homeland of this game and Akæavidy¢ is enumerated as one of the sixty-
four Vidy¢s, the relative absence of profuse references to it in Sanskrit literature before
A.D. 1000, is intriguing. Probably, as a result of the implementation of certain rules
or on account of  the difficulty of  always securing a full group of players, the game
must have gradually become two handed. At a later stage, the civil and religious
ordinances against the use of dice, might have led to the abandonment of the dice-
chess character of the game and finally to a rearrangement of the pieces. The Vedic
Akæakr§≤¢, a game of chance, perhaps got culminated into the war- game of C·atura¨ga
to which B¢¥a refers first in his book "Haræacaritam'' which belongs to the beginning
of the seventh century. A number of late texts which were composed in the 12th to
19th centuries, namely M¢nasoll¢sa, Catura¨gad§pik¢ etc., consist of more or less
detailed descriptions of the rules for playing chess and other board games. The present
paper tries to explore such literary sources, since their close scrutiny may shed much
light on the state of game as played in earlier times.
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BHARATAN°ØYAM -  A KAL°
AND ITS BIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

Miss Ruchita Vasant Somane
Independent Research Worker, Thane

An art form that involves the actual participation of the human body like singing
and  dance is a human activity that has as its base mokæa  (release). The
Viæ¥udharmottara Pur¢¥a emphatically states that art is a means to fulfilling the aims
of life based on the four puruæ¢rtha-s the ultimate aim being mokæa (release). This
mokæa in the true sense is nothing but the acute awareness of the Absolute which is
dormant in one's body and it is this human body that is taken as an ideal in Indian art.

The philosophy propounded by the Upaniæads and other scriptures, that body
and mind are inseparable serves as the source of the concept that dance which is one
of the sixty-four Kal¢-s may be used as a psychotherapeutic or healing tool. The body
reflects inner emotional states and the changes in movement can lead to changes in>
the psychology and physiology of the person thus promoting health and growth. Dance
in some societies was considered as essential as eating and sleeping and provided
individuals with a means to express themselves and commune with nature.

BharataN¢∞yam, a classical dance form comprising of  both ¥rtta- pure dance
and n¢∞ya - abhinaya has as its base Carn¢tic music and accompaniment instruments
like na∞∞uv¢ngam cymbals, mridangam, violin, flute etc. all of which generate music
that is not only soothing but energizing too. The solo artist while performing various
items like all¢ripu, jati∫waram, ∫abdam, var¥am, padam, till¢n¢ and others reacts to
the various elements like ∫ollus (bol-s) of dance, swara-s, s¢hitya, t¢la and laya. The
basic half seated or ardhamandali  position with knees bent outwards which is
characteristic of BharataN¢∞yam enhances proximity with the ground thereby,
enhancing connectivity with the earth. On the internal psychological and biological
level a whole lot of changes take place like the production of a group of mood elevating
bio-chemicals (neurotransmitters), increased blood flow to the limbs and brain,
relaxation of muscles, release of pent-up emotions etc. All of these leave the artist in
a state of bliss and rejuvenation, completely free from stress. A person who is thus
relaxed is better able to discover and realize his creativity and natural energy flow.

Thus, the dance movement of the body in BharataN¢∞yam is a unifying aspect
of physical, psychological and metaphysical taking one closer to realization of the
Absolute.
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SARPAVIDY° - A STUDY

Smt. Madhavi Narsalay
Lecturer, Dept. of Sanskrit, University of Mumbai, Mumbai

The serpent has been looked upon with awe and fear because of its peculiar shape, cold
body, creeping motion and above all its deadly poison. Owing to its mysterious nature it
became a totem of certain tribes, which gained name after it. Ancient Indian literature has
made attempts to decipher the nature of this mysterious reptile. The πatapatha Br¢hma¥a
mentions the recitation of Sarpavidy¢  is the science of serpents, as the Veda of King Arbuda
K¢draveya. Sarpavidy¢ is understood as K¢∫yap§ya treatise on venoms. It is also called G¢ru≤a
or Ka¨ka¨§ya Sarpavidy¢ and also Viæavidy¢.

This paper aims at discussing Sarpavidy¢ on the following lines.

a Science of the nature of serpents.

a Science of exercising control over serpents.

a Science of toxicology i.e. agadatantra.

a a a
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VIDY° AND KAL° -ETYMOLOGICAL PURPORT AND
MUTUAL RELATION

Dr. Uma Vaidya
Reader-designate, Head, Dept. of Sanskrit, Wilson College, Mumbai

The objective of this paper is to know  the basic concepts underlying these two
words and the different shades of meanings they present. In practice, there seems a
clear division as Vidy¢-s and Kal¢-s and this classification is evidenced by a number
of literary references to fourteen Vidy¢-s and sixty-four  Kal¢-s. However, from the
etymological point of view both these words yield similar meaning and it is supported
by the P¢¥inian rules.

Apart from the derivations and similar meaning there are many other common
factors which reflect on their mutual relation. Both of them have superhuman origin
as symbolised by the words "Vidy¢-t§rtha-Mahe∫vara' and "Na∞ar¢ja-∫iva' and Vidy¢
and Kal¢ have grown in the atmosphere of spiritual sanctity in the vicinity of temples.

From the practical viewpoint these are the two sides of the same coin. Vidy¢ is
the theoretical knowledge and Kal¢ is the practical application of that theory ;  therefore
Vidy¢ is "Prameya' and Kal¢ is "Prayoga'. The words of Ga¥ad¢sa in M¢lavik¢gnimitram
clearly indicate towards the point. One more point is common in the Vidy¢-s and the
Kal¢-s-both of them were never considered as objects for sale. On the contrary he
who sells his knowledge (i.e. Jn…¢napa¥ya) becomes a sinner. So also, the Saºv¢haka,
the massagist in the play "C¢rudattam' is nervous at seeing his art becoming the
instrument of his livelihood. These references underline the higher goal of Vidy¢ and
Kal¢  than the monitary gains.

To take the review of the social status of Vidy¢-s and Kal¢-s it may be stated that
in ancient India both of them had equal status. The epithet of Goddess π¢rad¢ as
"V§¥¢pustakadh¢ri¥i' reflects on her supremacy regarding Vidy¢ and Kal¢ at the same
time. Lord K®æ¥a, having the flute in one hand preaches the philosophy of G§t¢ and
declares that he himself has taken the form of the spiritual lore (i.e. Adhy¢tamavidy¢
vidy¢n¢m). In short, these Gods and the holy objects in their hands throw light on the
equal status of Vidy¢ and Kal¢ in ancient India.
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The knowledge of any type of Vidy¢ (as a branch of knowledge) expects intellectual
capacities and learning any Vidy¢ is an intellectual  feast; but the artistic performance is
the feast to ears, eyes and  the mind (k¢ntam kratum c¢kæuæam in K¢lid¢sa's words.)
Their ways of achieving the goals are different. The character building and behaviour
(π§lav®ttaphal¢ Vidy¢) is the main objective of Vidy¢ and entertainment
(Bhinnarucerjanasya sam¢r¢dhanam _K¢lid¢sa) is the goal of Kal¢,  but both of them
are required for sharp intellect and healthy mind. The "Sahÿ®daya Rasika' is probably a
good combination in whom both, the Vidy¢ and the Kal¢ are present.

a a a
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MILITARY SCIENCE (πASTRAVIDY°) IN ANCIENT INDIA

Mrs. Mugdha A. Risbud
Independent Research Worker, Thane

Wars and weapons are two sides of a coin. Hence whenever we talk about weapons,
we should peep into the references of various wars-whether they be mythological or
historical. It is next to impossible to think of wars without weapons. Taking into
consideration  innumerable references to weapons found in ancient as well as in
classical Sanskrit literature, we can say that the people in ancient India had a definite
scientific and technical attitude to the lore of weapons.

The  F$Ωd{X-gßohVm, Aoæ[wamU and _hm^maV have innumerable references to weapons.

The works dealing with political governance such as  ewH´$ZroVgma, H$m°oQ>br` AW©emÛ,
_ZwÒ_•oV also discuss weapons, in detail. Even the inscription of g_w–Jw· has enlisted as

many as ten-twelve weapons. The lexicographers such as A_aqgh, hbm`wY and h{_M›–
give the words like eÛ_mO©  (Armourer), eÛOrd in their works. _ZwÒ_•oV also deals

with a word like eÛodH´$`r. In a classical epic like aKwdße, we come across a word like

eÛÏ`dhma. All these references shed sufficient light on socio-economic aspect of the

eÛod⁄m.

Dhanurveda classifies the weapons of offence and defence into four-the mukta,

the amukta, the mukt¢mukta and the yantramukta, whereas N§tiprak¢∫ik¢ divides them

into three broad classes, the _w∑V(thrown), the A_w∑V (not thrown), and the

_›Ã_w∑V(discharged by _›Ãs). The bows and arrows are the chief weapons of the mukta

group. The sword can be an example of  A_w∑V weapon. The lance and the Gad¢ were

mukta as well as amukta  weapons. The references to the yantramukta weapons throw

light on the military development in India.

In short, weapons have changed their form since past few centuries. But the motive
of defending and attacking is common between ancient and modern times. Hence,
although the ancient weapons are not used in modern wars, their history and its study
cannot be overlooked.
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  KAL°S   AND VIDY°S IN INDIAN  TRADITION

Shri Y.R. Sane, Dr. Shantaram Apte, Shri Shanker Math, Dr. D.S. Dongre,
Shri D. K. Vaidya and  Shri Panditrao Amrutkar

Members of the Spiritual Science Centre,  Thane

The subject matter demands a rediscovery of the definitions of Kal¢ and Vidy¢ in
the Indian Tradition. We believe that the Indian tradition is truly spiritual in Nature.
This tradition is unfortunately distorted out of its original moorings by the alien cultures
particularly of the materialistic Western Cultural Variety. Both Kal¢ and Vidy¢ have
somewhat esoteric meanings in the ""Vedic Knowledge Systems''. A Vidy¢-is that skill
and technique, which empowers the soul to manifest the potentials of the particular
skills based and derived on the foundation of the "seed knowledge'  in the "unmanifest
universe ' (vide Purusha Sukta). It has to have really an access and control over both
the manifest and the unmanifest worlds. In fact it is really the "translation and
transforming capacity' of its material and spiritual versions available to the individual
soul, currently clothed in Mortal Body and is situated and based now on Earth. A Kal¢
is a subsidiary skill dependent on the knowledge of Vidy¢. Its real object is to contribute
in the plethora of various 'material forms' by resorting to the skills of Creativity.
Rabindranath Tagore, the famous Nobel Laureate, had observed that his birth on this
Earth on the real causes had to be for the purpose of contributing to the various "forms'
by resorting to the skills of Creativity allotted potentially to the Humans. However,
""True Creativity'' demands ""Samyag Gnyan.''

Now, this scheme and law is basic to the entire expanse of this Universe. The
Earthly skill  of Vidy¢ and/or  Kal¢ as known to the mortal individual is a partial
knowledge and is based and dependent for its demonstration / manifestation on the
utilisation of the axiomatic supports and principles available in the Nature and is solely
dependent on its Eternal Laws of the elements. The mortal individual dose not have
the necessary full and comprehensive understanding of the same. At best it is a
segmental knowledge.

The expert in Metallurgy does not know how and why minerals are contained in
the Earth. He does not know why a specific mineral has specific properties and who
created it originally. Despite this ignorance, he proceeds only to realise that he is able
to manipulate only partially certain activities and processes in the material world.
Similarly, the skills in the ""Kamasutra'' are in fact dependent on the inherent attractions
between the male and female human kinds. Maha Yogi Aurobindo had observed that
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human beings find it difficult to conquer sex, because it has been kept outside the
consciousness of man.

In short our expertise connotes to merely marginal knowledge and not the absolute
or the comprehensive knowledge of the phenomena. The definition of materialistic
Vidy¢ is inadequate. It puts the origin and the end elements of the Vidy¢, which are
unknown to the human beings, outside the purview of Vidya. A Kala is really an
aesthetic manifestation of the human creativity, which is based on some specific Vidy¢.

For acquiring the true knowledge of any vidy¢, advantage  has to be taken of the
principle of  ""Samvadi Brahma''. A spiritualist knows the existence of relation
between the principal creative energy of the universe that is Brahma and its material
manifestation on this Earth in the form of Para Brahma. Therefore, to rise to the
ultimate heights of knowledge, wisdom and the manoeuvring skills of any Vidy¢, it
would be necessary to acquire the integral knowledge of its main spiritual origin and
its partial manifestation on the Earth. Indian tradition therefore developed skills that
are Vidy¢s for reaching the Knowledge of Brahma it involved spiritual elements in its
Kal¢s to manifest true Creativity.

This paper claims that Indian tradition is essentially spiritual in nature and
demonstrates the comprehensive knowledge and wisdom of its manoeuvrability.
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ISBN 81-900976-2-8

q British Policies & Indian Culture
¶ Price : Rs. 15/-
by Dr. V.V. Bedekar

q Riddles of Buddha & Ambedkar
¶ Price : Rs. 5/-
by Shri V.N. Utpat translated by
Shri S.K. Mutalik

q Tajmahal ?
¶ Price : Rs. 15/-
A simple analysis of a great deception by
Shri V.S. Godbole

q Jati, Varna  & Genetics
By Dr. V.V. Bedekar & Dr. U.M. Vaidya
Papers read at a Seminar "Varnashrama
Institutions in Ancient India' held at Thane in
1998 (Supplied free on request)

q Pr¢s¢da-πikhara ( Temple-Roof )
¶ Price : Rs. 150/-
by Dr. R.P. Kulkarni

Am_Mr _amR>r ‡H$meZ{
q ÒV]H$
¶ _yÎ` È. 85/-
S>m∞. _m{. oX. [amS>H$a
ISBN 81-900976-1-X

q em{Y AßYl’{Mm
¶ _yÎ` È. 50/-
S>m∞. odO` ]{S>{H$a
ISBN 81-900976-3-6

q emHwß$Vb e°bremÛr` A‰`mg
¶ _yÎ` È. 250/-
S>m∞. dm_Z H{$ed b{b{
ISBN 81-900976-7-9

q ]m{Y AßYl’{Mm
¶ _yÎ` È. 150/-
qdJ H$_mßS>a eoeH$mßV Am{H$
ISBN 81-900976-8-7

q gmdaH$amß¿`m ]wo’dmXmMr d°oeÓQ>Á{
¶ _yÎ` È.360/-
S>m∞. dmgwX{d eß. Jm{S>]m{b{
ISBN 81-900976-9-5

q Glimpses  of  Chemistry in Ancient and
        Medieval India
¶ Price : Rs. 100/-
by Dr. V.V. Bedekar & Dr. R.P. Kulkarni
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